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Eva Ibbotson's hugely entertaining The Star of Kazan is a timeless classic for readers young and
old.In 1896, in a pilgrim church in the Alps, an abandoned baby girl is found by a cook and a
housemaid. They take her home, and Annika grows up in the servants' quarters of a house
belonging to three eccentric Viennese professors. She is happy there, but dreams of the day
when her real mother will come to find her.And sure enough, one day a glamorous stranger
arrives at the door. After years of guilt and searching, Annika's mother has come to claim her
daughter, who is in fact a Prussian aristocrat whose true home is a great castle. But at
crumbling, spooky Spittal, Annika discovers that all is not as it seems in the lives of her new-
found family . . .
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OneA Person Is FoundEllie had gone into the church because of her feet. This is not the best
reason for entering a church, but Ellie was plump and middle-aged and her feet were hurting her.
They were hurting her badly.It was a beautiful sunny day in June and Ellie and her friend Sigrid
(who was as thin as Ellie was portly) had set out early from Vienna in the little train which took
them to the mountains, so that they could climb up to the top of a peak called the
Dorfelspitze.They went to the mountains on the last Sunday of every month, which was their day
off, changing their aprons for dirndls and filling their rucksacks with salami sandwiches and
slices of plum cake, so that when they got to the top they could admire the view without getting
hungry. It was how they refreshed their souls after the hard work they did all week, cleaning and
cooking and shopping and scrubbing for the professors who employed them, and who were
fussy about how things were done. Ellie was the cook and Sigrid was the housemaid and they
had been friends for many years.But on this particular Sunday, Ellie was wearing new boots,
which is a silly thing to do when you are going on a long excursion. They were about halfway up
the mountain when they came to a flower-filled meadow and on the far side of it, standing quite
by itself, a small white church with an onion dome.Ellie stopped.‘You know, Sigrid, I think I’d like
to say a prayer for my mother. I had a dream about her last night. Why don’t you go on and I’ll
catch you up.’Sigrid snorted.‘I told you not to wear new boots.’But she agreed to go ahead
slowly, and Ellie crossed the wooden bridge over a little stream, and went into the church.It was
a lovely church – one of those places which look as though God might be about to give a
marvellous party. There was a painted ceiling full of angels and golden stars and a picture of St
Ursula holding out her arms, which made Ellie’s feet feel better straight away. The holy relic
wasn’t something worrying like a toe bone or a withered hand but a lock of the saint’s hair in a
glass dome decorated with pearls, and though the church stood all by itself away from the
village, someone had put a bunch of fresh alpenroses in a vase at the Virgin’s feet.Ellie slipped
into a pew and loosened her shoelaces. She said a prayer for her mother, who had passed on
many years ago . . . and closed her eyes.She only slept for a few minutes. When she awoke the
church was still empty, but she thought she had been woken by a noise of some sort. She looked



round carefully, but she could find nothing. Then, peering over the edge of the pew, she saw,
lying on the crimson carpet at the foot of the altar steps – a parcel.It was about the size of a
vegetable marrow – quite a large one – and Ellie’s first thought was that someone had left it there
as a harvest offering. But harvest festivals happen in September not in June. And now, to Ellie’s
amazement, the marrow made a noise. A small, mewing noise . . .A kitten . . . a puppy?Ellie did
up her shoelaces and went over to look.But it was worse than a kitten or a puppy.‘Oh dear,’ said
Ellie. ‘Oh dear, dear, dear!’Sigrid had reached the top of the mountain. She had admired the
view, she had eaten a salami sandwich and she had breathed deeply several times, but there
was still no sign of Ellie.Sigrid was annoyed. When you are on top of a mountain admiring a view
you want somebody to do it with. She waited a while longer, then she packed the rucksack and
made her way back down the rocky slope, through the pine woods, till she came to the meadow
with the little church.Ellie was still inside, sitting in the front pew – but she was holding something
and she looked bewildered, and flushed, and strange . . .‘Someone left this,’ she said.Ellie
pushed back the edge of the shawl and Sigrid bent down to look.‘Good heavens!’The baby was
very, very young, not more than a few days old, but it was quite amazingly . . . alive. Warmth
came from it; it steamed like a fresh-baked loaf, its legs worked under the shawl – and when
Sigrid stretched out a bony forefinger to touch its cheek, it opened its eyes, and there, gazing up
at them, was a person.‘There was a note pinned to her shawl,’ said Ellie.On a piece of paper,
smudged with tears, were the words. ‘Please be good to my little daughter and take her to
Vienna to the nuns.’‘What are we going to do?’ asked Sigrid.She was upset. Neither she nor Ellie
was married; they knew nothing about babies.‘Take her to Vienna to the nuns, like it says in the
note. What else can we do?’It took them an hour to carry the baby down to the little village of
Pettelsdorf. No one there knew anything about a baby, no one had seen anyone go into the
church.‘She’ll have come up from the other side, over the pass,’ they said.A peasant woman
gave them a bottle and some diluted milk from her cow, and they trudged on to the small
lakeside station to wait for the train back to Vienna.It was late by the time they arrived in the city
with their damp and fretful bundle, and they were very tired. The only convent that they knew of
which took in foundlings was a long way from the house of the professors, where they lived and
worked, and they didn’t have the money for a cab.So they took the tram, and though it was one
of the new electric ones it was almost dark as they walked up the drive to the Convent of the
Sacred Heart.The wrought-iron gates were shut; from the low white building came the sound of
singing.‘She’ll be all right in there,’ said Ellie, touching the baby’s head.Sigrid pulled the bell
rope. They heard the bell pealing inside, but nobody came.She pulled it again, and they waited.
Then at last an elderly nun came hurrying across the courtyard.‘What is it?’ she asked, peering
into the dusk.‘We’ve brought you a foundling, Sister,’ said Sigrid. ‘She was left in a church in the
mountains.’‘No, no, NO!’ The nun threw up her hands. She seemed to be horrified. ‘Take her
away, don’t stay for a minute; you shouldn’t have come! We’re in quarantine for typhus. Three of
the sisters have got it and it’s spreading to the children.’‘Typhus!’ Ellie shivered. It was a terrible
disease, everyone knew that.‘Take her away quickly, quickly,’ said the nun, and she began to flap



with her arms as though she were shooing away geese.‘But where can we take her?’ began
Sigrid. ‘There must be somewhere else.’‘No one in Vienna will take in children while the
epidemic lasts,’ she said. ‘It’ll be six weeks at least.’Left outside, the friends stared at each
other.‘We’ll have to take her back with us and try again tomorrow.’‘What will the professors
say?’‘They needn’t know,’ said Ellie. ‘We’ll keep her below stairs. They never come down to the
kitchen.’But there she was wrong.The three professors had lived in the same house since they
were born.It was on the south side of a small square in the oldest part of the town, not far from
the emperor’s palace and the Spanish Riding School. If you leaned out of the upstairs windows
you could see the pigeons wheeling round the spires of St Stephen’s Cathedral, which stood at
the very heart of the city and therefore (to the people who lived in it) of the world.But though one
could walk from the square to all the important places, it was as quiet and contained as a room.
In the centre of the cobbles was a statue of General Brenner riding a bronze charger, which
pleased the children who lived there because there is a lot you can do with the statue of a horse:
pretend to ride it, pat it, shelter under it when it rains. The general had been a hero and fought
against Napoleon, and because of this the square was named after him: Brenner Square.Next to
the general on his horse, there was a fountain with a shallow basin and a wide stone rim, and
sometimes there were goldfish swimming in it because the children who won fish at the funfair in
the Prater, a park in the north-east of the city, tipped them in on the way home.The west side of
the square was taken up by a church named after St Florian, who was the patron saint of fire
engines. It was a pretty church with a grassy graveyard where wild flowers had seeded
themselves, and on the opposite side to the church was a row of chestnut trees in iron corsets,
which sheltered the square from the bustle of the street that led into the centre of the town.
There was also a small bookshop on one corner, and a cafe with a striped awning on the other,
so really the square had everything a person could need.The house the professors lived in was
in the middle of the row. It was the largest and the nicest and had a wrought-iron balcony on the
first floor and window boxes and a door knocker shaped like the head of an owl.Professor Julius
was the oldest. He had a pointed grey beard and was tall and serious. Once many years ago he
had very nearly got married, but the bride he had chosen had died a week before her wedding
day, and since then Professor Julius had become solemn and stern. He was a scientist – a
geologist – and lectured in the university, where he told the students about fluorspar and granite
and how to hit rocks with a hammer so that they did not get splinters in their eyes.His brother,
Professor Emil, was quite different. He was small and round and had almost no hair, and when
he went upstairs he wheezed a little, but he was a cheerful man. His subject was art history and
he could tell just by looking at the toes of a painted angel whether the picture was by Tintoretto
or by Titian.The third professor was a woman, their sister and the youngest of the three. Her
name was Gertrude and what she knew about was music. She gave lectures on harmony and
counterpoint and she played the harp in the City Orchestra. Having a harp is rather like having a
large and wayward child who has to be carried about and kept from draughts and helped into
carriages, and Professor Gertrude – like many harpists – often looked worried and



dismayed.Needless to say, none of the three had ever in their lives boiled an egg or washed a
pair of socks or made their beds, and when Ellie and Sigrid had their day off they always left a
cold lunch laid out. But by evening, the professors needed help again. Professor Julius had a
whisky and soda brought to his room to help him sleep; Professor Emil, who had a delicate
stomach, needed a glass of warm milk and honey; and Professor Gertrude suffered from cold
feet and always had a hot-water bottle brought to her before she got between the sheets. So now
they waited for their servants to return. Sigrid and Ellie were always back by nine o’clock – but
not today.‘What shall we do?’ asked Professor Julius, putting his head round the door of his
room.‘I suppose we had better go down and investigate,’ said his brother.So they made their way
downstairs, past the drawing room and the library, to the thick green-baize-covered door that
separated the house from the kitchen.Carefully they opened it. The wooden table was scrubbed
white, the fender was polished, the stove had stayed alight.But where were Ellie and Sigrid?And
where were the whisky and the warm milk and the hot-water bottle?Just at this moment the back
door was opened and the two women came in. Sigrid’s hat was crooked, Ellie’s hair was coming
down – and she carried something in her arms.Silence fell.‘What . . . is . . . that?’ enquired
Professor Julius, pointing his long finger at the bundle.‘It’s a baby, sir. We found her in a church;
she’d been left,’ said Sigrid.‘We tried to take her to the nuns,’ said Ellie. ‘but they were in
quarantine for typhus.’The baby turned its head and snuffled. Professor Emil looked at it in
amazement. He was used to pictures of the baby Jesus lying stiff and silent in his mother’s arms,
but this was different.‘It’s absolutely out of the question that we should allow a baby to stay in this
house,’ said Professor Julius. ‘Even for a day.’Professor Emil nodded. ‘The noise . . .’‘The
disturbance,’ said Professor Gertrude. ‘Not to mention what happens to them . . . at the far end.’‘It
would only be till the quarantine is over,’ said Ellie. ‘A few weeks . . .’Professor Julius shook his
head. ‘Certainly not. I forbid it.’‘Very well, sir,’ said Ellie listlessly. ‘We’ll take her to the police
station in the morning. They’ll have somewhere to put unwanted babies.’‘The police station?’
said Professor Emil.The child stirred and opened her eyes. Then she did that thing that even tiny
babies do. She looked.‘Good heavens!’ said Professor Julius.It was not the look of somebody
who belonged in a police station along with criminals and drunks.Professor Julius cleared his
throat.‘She must be kept out of our sight. Absolutely,’ he said.‘She must make no sound,’ said
Emil.‘Our work must not be disturbed even for a minute,’ said Gertrude.‘And the day the
quarantine is over she goes to the convent. Now where is my whisky?’‘And my warm milk?’‘And
my hot-water bottle?’The professors were in bed. The baby lay in a borrowed nappy on a folded
blanket in a drawer which had been emptied of table mats.‘She ought to have a name, even if we
can’t keep her,’ said Sigrid.‘I’d like to call her by my mother’s name,’ said Ellie.‘What was
that?’‘Annika.’Sigrid nodded. ‘Annika. Yes, that will do.’Chapter TwoThe Golden CityThe city of
Vienna, at the time that Ellie and Sigrid brought their bundle home, was the capital of the Austro-
Hungarian Empire, which took in thirteen different countries spread over the heart of Europe.The
empire was ruled by one old man, the Emperor Franz Joseph, who had a winter palace in the
centre of the city and a summer palace out in the suburbs, where the air was always fresh. He



was a lonely person because his wife had been assassinated by an anarchist and his son had
shot himself, but he worked hard at his job, getting up at five o’clock every morning to read state
papers, and sleeping on an iron bed like his soldiers. He even washed the feet of twelve needy
men who were brought to him on the Thursday before Easter because he wanted to be
good.Because he was so old, bad things happened to him. Little girls would present him with
bunches of flowers and when he bent down to take them, his back would seize up and his aides
would have to come and straighten him. Or the school children of Vienna would make pink paper
tissue hearts and throw them over him as he rode by, and they would get into his moustache,
and up his nose, and make him sneeze.All the same, the people of Vienna loved him. They liked
his obstinacy and the way he would never get into a motor car though they had been invented a
few years earlier, but always drove through the streets in a carriage with golden wheels and
waved to anyone who greeted him. They liked the firework display he ordered on his birthday,
and the military uniforms into which he struggled whenever there was a procession or a party:
the pink trousers and blue tunic of the Hussars . . . the silver green of the Tyrolean Rifles . . . and
with them a great helmet with gigantic plumes.Every school in Vienna had a picture of him on
the wall, and his face, with its mutton-chop whiskers and bald head, was as familiar to the
children as the faces of their grandfathers.As well as the emperor and his court, Vienna was
known for its music. Almost every famous composer who had ever lived had worked in Vienna:
Mozart and Schubert and Beethoven and Strauss. Music poured out of the houses, waltzes were
played in every cafe and by the barrel organs in the street – and in the richly decorated opera
house, large sopranos sang their hearts out every night.Then there was the food. The Viennese
really liked to eat. Wonderful cooking smells wafted through the streets – vanilla and freshly
ground coffee; cinnamon and sauerkraut. Even cucumber salad, which in other cities hardly
smelt at all, had its own scent in Vienna.In the sweet shops you could buy tiny marzipan beetles
and spotted ladybirds and snails curled snugly in their shells. There were sugar mice so
beautifully made that the children who bought them could scarcely bear to bite off their heads,
and gingerbread houses complete with terrible witches made of nougat, with hats of liquorice.
The cake shops sold seven kinds of chocolate cake, and tarts made of vanilla wafers layered
with hazelnut cream, and pastry boats filled with the succulent berries that grow in the Austrian
countryside: wild strawberries so bright that they seem to be lit up from the inside, and
blueberries, each one a perfect globe.There were other things which made Vienna a splendid
town to live in: the Prater, a royal park shaded by ancient trees where everyone could walk or
ride, and the Prater funfair, where the highest Giant Wheel in Europe had just been built. There
was the River Danube, which curled round the north of the city; from a landing stage on the quay
you could take a paddle steamer and go all the way up to Germany or down to Budapest in
Hungary. And there were the mountains, which could be reached in an hour on the train.But
Vienna’s greatest pride was in the dancing white horses which performed in the Spanish Riding
School. The Spanish Riding School was not in Spain but adjoined the emperor’s palace in the
middle of the old town, and with its vaulted ceiling and rows of columns it was certainly the most



beautiful arena in the world. The horses which could be seen there – the Lipizzaner stallions –
were bred especially in a village called Lipizza in the south of the empire and only a few, the very
best, were sent to the emperor in Vienna. The chosen horses were stabled in what had once
been the arcaded palace of a prince. They fed from marble troughs, and spent four years
learning to perform to music the movements which had once been so important in war.
Incredible movements with resounding names: caprioles and courbettes and levades . . .When
visitors came to Vienna and were asked what they wanted to see most, the answer was usually.
‘The Lipizzaner horses. The dancing white stallions. Could we please see those?’Chapter
ThreeThe Sinking of the MedusaAs soon as she woke, Annika opened her attic window and
looked out at the square. She did this every morning; she liked to see that everything was in
order and today it was. The pigeons were still roosting on General Brenner’s head, the fountain
had been turned on, and Josef was putting the cafe tables out on the pavement, which meant it
was going to be a fine day. A door opened in the ramshackle little house on the opposite corner
and her friend Stefan came out and set off across the cobbles with a can to fetch the milk. He
was the middle one of five flaxen-haired boys and his mother, Frau Bodek, was expecting a sixth
child any day. She had said that if it was another boy she was going to give it away.Now a solitary
dog came sauntering between the chestnut trees, from the street. It was a dog she did not know
and Annika looked out eagerly – perhaps it was a stray and ownerless and if it was, Ellie couldn’t
refuse to let her keep it, surely? After all Ellie had taken her in when she was ownerless; she’d
been a sort of stray left in a church.But behind the dog now came a lady carrying a lead, so that
was no good. The church clock struck seven and Annika turned from the window to get dressed.
No school today – it was Saturday, so she could leave her hair unbraided and put away her
pinafore – but there was still a lot of work to do before she could go out and find her
friends.Nearly twelve years had passed since Annika had been carried into the kitchen of the
professors’ house. When the typhus epidemic had come to an end, and the Convent of the
Sacred Heart had sent word that they were out of quarantine, Ellie had bundled up the baby, and
she and Sigrid had gone upstairs to seek out their employers.‘We’ve come to say goodbye,’
they’d said. ‘We’ll find some way of providing for her, but we can’t give her up.’The professors
were deeply offended. They were puzzled. They were hurt.‘Have we complained about the
baby?’ said Professor Julius stuffily.‘Have we made any objections?’ asked Professor Emil.‘I’m
sure I never said a word,’ said Professor Gertrude, blinking and looking stricken.Sigrid and Ellie
had looked at each other.‘You mean she can stay?’Professor Julius bent his head.‘We shall of
course expect her to be useful,’ he said.‘Oh, she will be,’ cried Ellie. ‘She’ll be the best-trained
child in Vienna.’And she was. By the time she was seven, Annika could bake and ice a three-
tiered chocolate cake, and bring a roast to the table. At nine she could cut cucumbers so thinly
that you could read a newspaper through the slices, and when she was sent to do the marketing,
the stallholders brought out their best vegetables and fruit because the little girl was famous for
her eagle eyes. Sigrid had taught her how to polish the parquet floors by sliding over them with
dusters tied to her feet, and how to clean silver, and how to crochet and knit and sew – and from



both women she learned that work was something that had to be done, and how you felt had
absolutely nothing to do with it.But neither Ellie nor Sigrid had taught the child how to dream.
The ability to disappear into her own head had come from the unknown parents who had
abandoned her.Ellie was grinding coffee and putting the bread rolls to warm in the oven when
Annika came down, but she turned to give her adopted daughter a hug. She had stopped
expecting to hear a knock at the door at any minute and see a strange woman standing there,
claiming the child – but all the same, every morning when Annika came down from her attic, Ellie
gave thanks.‘Have you washed behind your ears?’Annika nodded and extracted an ear for
inspection. She was a sturdy child with heavy corn-coloured hair, thoughtful grey eyes under
level brows, and a wide mouth. There were many such pleasing, clear-eyed girls at work in the
Austrian countryside – goose girls and dairy maids and girls who took the cattle to the high
pastures in the summer – but not many with Annika’s look of eager intelligence. More than that,
she was a child who comforted others; she had done so from the start.Now Annika, returning
Ellie’s hug, drank in the scent of green soap and fresh bread that clung to the cook’s white
apron, and wrinkled her nose with pleasure, because coming into the kitchen was coming home.
Nothing changed here: the table was always scrubbed to whiteness, the emperor’s picture hung
above the stove, the calendar sent each year by the Bavarian Sausage Company stood on the
window sill beside Ellie’s pots of herbs – and on a sacred shelf beside the dresser lay the worn
black recipe book that had been Ellie’s mother’s and her mother’s mother’s before her.But it was
time to start work.Annika put out the apricot jam for Professor Julius and the raspberry jam for
Professor Emil and the honey for Professor Gertrude and carried them upstairs to the dining
room. Then she laid out the napkins, saw that the sugar bowl was filled and came down again to
fetch a jug of hot water for Professor Julius to wash in, and down again to fetch another one for
Professor Emil.By this time Sigrid had swept the downstairs rooms and tidied them and she and
Ellie and Annika had their own breakfast at the kitchen table. Then the bell rang from Professor
Gertrude’s room and Sigrid went to fetch the black-silk skirt she had ironed and from which she
had removed a small piece of cheese that had got stuck to the hem, and gave it to Annika to
take upstairs. Gertude was playing the harp in a lunchtime recital and it was always necessary to
clean her up before she left.And now the bell rang again and it was Professor Emil, who had lost
his cravat, followed by Profesor Julius, who gave her ten kreutzer and asked her to go and buy a
copy of Vienna Today from the newsagent round the corner.‘That idiot Jacobson has published a
piece about the origin of volcanic rock which is absolute rubbish,’ he said. ‘I had to write a letter –
they should have printed it.’So Annika ran across the square and through the chestnut trees into
the Keller Strasse, hoping that they had printed it, because when they didn’t print his letters he
got very upset.The lady in the newspaper shop was a friend of Annika’s and she had already
seen that the professor’s letter had been put in.‘So he’ll be in a good mood,’ she said. And then,
‘I hear the Bodek baby is due any minute.’Annika nodded. ‘If it’s a boy she’s going to give it
away.’When she got back with the paper she was sent out again to the flower seller who sat with
her basket beside the fountain. It had become Annika’s job to choose the flowers that Professor



Julius put every Saturday in front of the picture of his Beloved – the one who had died before her
wedding day. Today, with summer on its way, Annika bought gentians and edelweiss from the
mountains and took them to the professor’s study, where he was reading the letter he had sent
to the paper for the third time.His Beloved, whose name had been Adele Fischl, lived on a table
near the window, and as she arranged the flowers, Annika thought again how sad it was that she
had died. She was a serious-looking woman with a strong nose, and Annika was sure that she
and the professor would have suited each other very well.After this Sigrid put her to polishing the
silver candlesticks and then it was time for her elevenses – a glass of frothy milk and a golden
vanilla kipfel straight out of the oven which she took out to the cobbled yard behind the
house.Annika loved the yard with its vine-covered door to the back lane. The wash house was
there and the clothes line and the woodshed, and the old stables which were no longer used for
a horse and carriage but acted as a storeroom. Ellie grew tubs of geraniums and petunias there,
and in a sunny corner by the house was a blue bench on which the servants liked to sit when
they had a minute to themselves.Today though there was no lingering in the sun. The washing
had to be taken out of the copper and hung up to dry and the carpets beaten and the peas
shelled for lunch. And then Annika ran out to choose a suitable cab for Professor Gertrude from
the row of hansoms drawn up on the far side of the Keller Strasse – one that was tall enough for
the harp to fit inside but had a peaceful-looking horse which would not rattle the instrument.Then
back into the kitchen to help Ellie with the lunch – and lunch on Saturday was a big meal: today
there was pea soup and stewed beef with dumplings, and pancakes filled with cherry jam, all
carried up and down from the kitchen to the dining room and back again for the two professors,
who sat with their napkins tucked into their collars and ate with a hearty appetite.Then Sigrid and
Annika and Ellie sat down to their lunch in the kitchen, and after that came the washing up –
masses and masses of washing up.But on Saturday afternoon Annika was free.She went first to
the bookshop on the corner. It was an antiquarian bookshop, which meant that the books that
were sold in it were old ones. It also meant that not many people came into the shop. No one
quite knew how Herr Koblitz, who owned it, made a living. He was not a sociable man and
whenever anyone tried to buy a book he hadn’t finished reading, he became grumpy and
annoyed.Today he was reading a book about mummies – the kind that are embalmed.‘Has
Pauline finished?’ asked Annika.Pauline was Herr Koblitz’s granddaughter. She lived with him
because her mother was a ward sister in Berlin and had to sleep in the hospital. Like Annika,
Pauline had to help with the chores, dusting the shelves, sweeping the floor, stacking the
books.Herr Koblitz nodded.‘She’s in the back.’Pauline too was reading. She was a thin girl with
frizzy black hair and black eyes. Pauline was clever; she seemed to remember everything she
came across in the books she devoured and she kept a scrapbook into which she pasted
important articles that she had cut out of the newspapers. These were about the courageous
deeds that had been done by people even if they only had one leg or couldn’t see or had been
dropped on their heads when they were babies.‘It’s to make me brave,’ she’d explained to
Annika, but Annika said it was silly to want to be brave and clever.‘You’re perfectly all right as you



are,’ she’d told Pauline – but Pauline was nervous of the outside world and did not agree. She
found it difficult to leave the bookshop on her own; open spaces and strange people frightened
her, and she knew she would have to do something about this if she was going to put right the
many things she did not approve of, like rich people having everything and poor people having
nothing.Now she closed the book, which was a story about the sinking in the Atlantic of a ship
called the Medusa, and followed Annika out into the street. ‘I think we could do it,’ she said. ‘It’s
exciting, with all the people crowded on a raft and getting swallowed by the sea.’Annika nodded.
‘Tell us when we get there so Stefan can hear.’Stefan’s family, the Bodeks, lived in the bottom
half of the smallest house in the square.They were very poor. Herr Bodek worked as a
groundsman in the funfair at the Prater and Frau Bodek took in washing, but with five boys to
feed there was never any money to spare.All the same, it was Frau Bodek who had come round
to the professors’ house on the night that Annika was found, bringing a pile of freshly boiled
nappies and some baby clothes for the foundling. Stefan, the middle boy, was exactly the same
age as Annika; the two had grown up together, sharing their few toys, learning to crawl in each
other’s kitchens. All the Bodek boys were friendly and cheerful, but Stefan was special. Annika
would have trusted him with her life.‘I can’t stay long,’ he said now. ‘The baby’s definitely on the
way and they’ll want me to take messages.’But he put on his cap and together the three children
ran down the alleyway beside the church, along a cobbled lane – and paused by a crumbling
wall covered with ivy.Mostly the wall was high and fairly solid, but in one place, if you pushed
aside the ivy, you could see a hole. They crawled through it – and then they were in the
garden.Each time they straightened themselves and looked round they felt a shiver of relief – for
the garden was doomed; they knew that. It belonged to the city council and they were going to
build offices on it. Any day the diggers and shovellers would come and the destruction would
begin.But not yet. Butterflies still hovered over the long grass, thistles and dandelions blew in the
breeze, the great cedar spread its branches. At the top of a flight of cracked stone steps, a
statue of Venus with missing arms stared quietly out at what had once been a fountain; and in
the pond, the water lilies still flowered among the weeds.The garden belonged to the ruined
house of an Austrian nobleman who had come to Vienna more than a hundred years ago to
serve the emperor and make his fortune.And he had made it. Unfortunately he was a gambler
and soon he lost all the money he had made, and the beautiful house he had built had to be
sold, and sold again. Then it stood empty, and a fire had broken out . . . and now the villa was just
a heap of fallen pillars and broken stones.But the garden had survived. The garden was better
than ever: wild and tangled and mysterious.‘We won’t try and tidy anything . . . we won’t even
weed the flower beds,’ Annika had decided, and the others agreed.But there was one place
which they did tidy and care for and even scrub. In the middle of a shrubbery, overgrown with
lilacs and laburnums, stood a green-painted hut. It had once been a tool shed, and unlike the
house, the hut was undamaged. The roof was sound, the windows were unbroken, the door
could be properly closed.The hut was their headquarters; they had borrowed a blanket for the
floor, and some mugs, and stuck a candle in a sauce bottle and Stefan had found a padlock for



the door.When they first came to the garden they had kept house in the hut, found nuts and
berries for food, pretended it was time to go to bed and get up. But now they were older, the hut
had become the springboard from which they planned their games. It might be the barracks in
Mafeking besieged by the Boers, or a tomb in the Valley of the Kings threatened by robbers. Last
week it had been the tower in which Mary Queen of Scots had been imprisoned.It was usually
Pauline who found the stories in the books she read, and once they had decided on a story they
were off doubling roles, being now soldiers, now the people that the soldiers shot. It was half
playing, half acting and while they were doing it they were lost to the world.Today Pauline told
them about the Medusa – a slave ship run by a corrupt and incompetent captain who ran her
aground on a reef off the coast of Africa.‘All the rich people saved themselves in lifeboats and
left the slaves to look after themselves. So the slaves made a huge raft and kept it afloat for days
and days, but gradually they began to die of thirst or get washed overboard or go mad. They
even ate the flesh of the people who had died – and when a rescue ship found them, only fifteen
people out of more than a hundred were still alive.’Annika nodded. ‘The hut can be the Medusa
and we’ll put the blanket in the middle of the lawn; that’ll be the raft, and the grass all around is
the sea. Stefan can be eaten and his remains thrown overboard – and then he can be the
captain of the rescue ship.’She frequently altered the story so as to make it more dramatic and
fairer, giving each of them a chance to drown or be shot or run into the hut under a hail of
arrows.For a couple of hours they suffered shipwreck, thirst, terror and cannibalism. Then
suddenly it was over. They ate their sandwiches – Pauline and Annika sharing theirs with Stefan,
whose mother never had any extra food to give him. When the clock struck six, they came out of
their private world, tidied the hut, padlocked the door and crawled back through the hole in the
wall.In the square they separated and became their ordinary selves again.Later that evening,
when Annika was sitting in the kitchen dunking strips of bread into her eggs-in-a-glass, there
was a knock at the back door and Stefan came in.‘It’s come,’ he said. ‘The baby.’Everybody
waited.‘It’s a boy,’ said Stefan.Annika pushed back her glass. ‘Will she give it away then?’Stefan
grinned. ‘Not her. She’s holding it and petting it and telling us what a lovely baby it is. She even
thinks it’s got hair.’Ellie got up and fetched a shawl she had been knitting for the baby and a
bonnet Sigrid had crocheted.‘Are you sure she won’t give it away?’ asked Annika a little
anxiously after Stefan had gone.‘Not her,’ said Ellie. ‘Mothers don’t give away their babies,’ she
began – and broke off, seeing Annika’s face. She laid her hand over Annika’s. ‘Your mother
would have kept you if she could, you know that, don’t you?’And Annika did know. When she was
in bed in her attic and had put out her lamp, she told herself the story she told herself night after
night.It began with the ringing of the door bell – the front door bell – and a woman stepped out of
a carriage. She had thick auburn hair under her velvet hat; her eyes were almost the same colour
as her hair, a rich warm brown; and she was tall and beautifully dressed, like the woman in the
painting Professor Emil had in his room, which was called The Lady of Shalott. She swept into
the house, saying, ‘Where is she? Where is my long-lost daughter? Oh, take me to her,’ and then
she gathered Annika into her arms.‘My darling, my beloved child,’ she said, and she explained



why she’d had to leave Annika in the church. The explanation was complicated and it varied as
Annika told herself the story, but tonight she was very tired so she skipped that part and went on
to where her mother turned back to the carriage and a dog leaped out – a golden retriever with
soft moist eyes . . .‘I brought him for you,’ her mother said. ‘I was sure you’d like a dog.’And
Annika was asleep.Chapter FourWhite HorsesThere was only one child in the square whom
Annika couldn’t stand. Her name was Loremarie Egghart and she lived in a big house opposite
the house of the professors.The Eggharts were extremely rich because Loremarie’s grandfather
had been a manufacturer of soft furnishings and in particular of duvets and pillows. These were
stuffed with goose down from the plains of Hungary, where the poor birds were rounded up and
plucked naked, but the Eggharts did not worry about the geese, only about the
money.Loremarie’s father still took money from the factory, but he had become an important
councillor and went each day, with a flower in his buttonhole, to sit at a large desk overlooking
the Parliament Building, where he helped to make boring laws and shouted at the people who
worked for him in his foghorn of a voice.What he wanted more than anything was to become a
statue. Not a statue on horseback, he knew that was unlikely, but a proper statue on a plinth just
the same. There were many such statues in Vienna: statues of aldermen and councillors and
politicians, and Herr Egghart thought that if he could become one too, his life would have been
worthwhile.Loremarie’s mother, Frau Egghart, spent her time spoiling her daughter, shopping,
gossiping and looking down on her neighbours, particularly the Bodeks, who, she felt, should be
rehoused somewhere else. She was driven everywhere in her husband’s brand-new canary-
yellow motor with its outsize brass lamps and its bulbous horn that could be heard three streets
away, and she didn’t just have maids from the country to work in the house, but also kept a
snooty manservant called Leopold, who walked behind Loremarie carrying her satchel when
she went to school.Needless to say, Loremarie was not allowed to play with a ‘kitchen child’ like
Annika, so it was easy enough to keep out of her way.But on Sunday morning after church
Annika liked to catch up with what was happening in the city, and she did this by walking
carefully round a large red pillar covered in notices and advertisements which stood on the
pavement on the other side of the chestnut trees.On this pillar were notices of the plays being
performed and what was showing at the opera. There were notices of military parades, visiting
circuses, special matinees at the theatre, and receptions given by the old emperor at whatever
palace he was staying at.And of course there were advertisements for stomach pills and for
ointments to cure baldness, and a picture of a man with huge muscles, which he had got by
eating a particular kind of liver sausage.Today there was a new notice; a big one, with a picture
of a snow-white horse with golden reins and a gold-and-crimson saddle, sitting back on his
haunches with his forelegs tucked under him. A man in a bicorne hat and a brown cutaway coat
was riding him – and Annika, like any child in Vienna, knew that it was one of the famous
Lipizzaner stallions doing a levade. And not any stallion but Maestoso Fantasia, the oldest and
strongest of the horses and a great favourite with the emperor.The notice said:GALA
PERFORMANCE AT THE SPANISH RIDING SCHOOL 14 JUNE 1908in honour of His Majesty



King Edward VII of Great Britainand in the presence of His Imperial Majesty, The Emperor Franz
Joseph.The Band of the Austrian Grenadiers will play. (A limited number of tickets are available
to the General Public.)Annika stared at the poster for a long time. She walked past the
Lipizzaners’ stables often, she had even been allowed inside because Stefan’s uncle was the
blacksmith who shod the horses, but she had never seen a proper performance in the Spanish
Riding School.She would have loved to go, but the tickets would be incredibly expensive; there
was no hope that Ellie and Sigrid could afford to take her; she would not even ask.She was still
looking at the notice rather wistfully, when she heard a high and bossy voice behind her.‘We’re
going to the gala, aren’t we, Miss Smith?’Loremarie was with her English governess, a tall sad-
looking woman. Loremarie had had a lot of governesses – English ones and French ones and
German ones. Some of them had been thin and some of them had been fat, some of them had
been strict and some of them had been gentle – but all of them, after a few months with
Loremarie, had looked sad. ‘We’re going in the front row on the first tier,’ bragged Loremarie.She
was wearing a pleated tartan skirt and a tartan tam-o’-shanter, although the Eggharts were not
known for their Scottish blood. Her small dark eyes were set very deep in her pale cheeks and
she had a particular way of walking, with her behind thrust out, as though she wanted people to
know that her backside, like her front, was important.‘It costs a lot of money to go,’ said
Loremarie, who loved to taunt Annika for being poor – and then the sad governess led her away
to her dancing lesson.Since no one knew exactly when Annika had been born, Ellie and Sigrid
did not celebrate her birthday, they celebrated her ‘Found Day’, the day on which they had
discovered her on the altar steps at Pettelsdorf.They did this by leaving Vienna very early and
taking the same train into the mountains as they had taken then, to give thanks in the little
church and to pray. At first they had walked through the village in fear and trembling, waiting for
someone to tell them that an unknown woman had been seen asking questions, but as the years
passed and nothing was heard, they relaxed. It really seemed as though the woman who had left
her daughter on the altar steps had vanished from the face of the earth. When Annika was a
baby they had left her with the Bodeks when they went to the mountains, but as soon as she
could walk they took her along. It always seemed to be fine on the twelfth of June. The scent of
the pines blew softly from the slopes, the stream sparkled – and the fortunate cows grazed
contentedly on salads of clover and primulas and harebells which studded the rich grass.‘I’d
rather have been found here than born in a boring hospital,’ Annika would say.Inside the church,
though, she always felt bewildered and cross. ‘It was me you were giving away,’ she wanted to
say to her absent mother. ‘It wasn’t just anybody, it was me.’And then of course she felt guilty,
and that night, when she told herself the story of her mother’s arrival, the love between them
knew no bounds.But the important part of the celebrations came on the Saturday after Found
Day, when the professors let her choose a treat, something to which all the household could go.
The year before they had gone on a paddle steamer down the Danube to Dürnstein, where
Richard the Lionheart had been imprisoned, and the year before that they had gone to the opera
to see Hansel and Gretel.This year Annika plucked up courage and asked if they could go to the



gala to see the Lipizzaners dance for the English king. She was tired of Loremarie’s taunts.‘If it’s
not too expensive?’ she asked.It was expensive, very expensive, and the professors were not
entirely pleased with her choice because they thought that the emperor spent too much money
on his beautiful white horses – money which could be better spent on making the university
bigger, especially the parts of it in which they worked. Sigrid too did not really approve of the
Lipizzaners.‘They could build new hospitals all over the city with what those animals cost,’ she
said.But the professors gave in – and bought tickets not only for the household but for Pauline
and Stefan, whom Annika always wanted to invite.Treats which involved the professors always
started off with rather a lot of education. Before they went to Durnstein, Professor Julius had told
her about the depth of the river at that point, the speed of the current and the kind of sandstone
from which the castle had been built, and Professor Gertrude had played on her harp the tune
that Richard’s rescuers had played under his castle window.‘We’ve learned a lot about the
horses at school,’ Annika said now, thinking she might get away without too many lectures.She
already knew that the horses were bred in Lipizza, near Trieste, from Arab and Berber strains
brought from Spain and that the Archduke Charles had brought the first ones to Vienna 300
years before. She knew that the horses did not start off white but dark brown or black, in the
same way as Dalmatian puppies are born without spots, and that each stallion had his own rider
who stayed with him all through his life in the riding school.But Professor Julius was not satisfied.
He took Annika up to his room and got out a map of Karst, the plateau on which Lipizza was
situated.‘The soil is sparse and there are rocks close to the surface, so that the horses learn to
pick up their feet and this helps to form their high-stepping gait. All the area is limestone, which
is very porous . . .’ And he was off, because he was after all a geologist, and very fond of
limestone – and it was an hour before Annika could get away.Professor Emil took her and
Pauline to the art museum. Both girls knew it well, with its marble floors and the pictures of half-
dressed ladies with dimpled knees. Now, though, Emil led them to the seventeenth-century
Spanish artists who had painted huge battle scenes with rearing horses and dying soldiers and
blood dripping from swords.‘You see the way those forelegs are poised over the enemy soldier,’
he said, pointing to a grey stallion with flaring nostrils and wild eyes, ‘that’s a courbade, and
when he brings his hoofs down, he’ll crush the man to pulp. And over there, the Duke of Milan’s
horse – the one that seems to be flying – he’s doing a capriole. See how he’s kicking out with his
hind legs!’And he explained that the most famous of the movements that the Lipizzaners
performed, the ‘airs above the ground’, were originally developed in battle, where they could
help a rider to escape, or kill his foe.By the time they set off in two hansom cabs, with the
professors and Annika in the first, and Sigrid, Ellie, Pauline and Stefan in the second, Annika
was almost wishing she had chosen a different treat. As soon as she knew that Loremarie would
be at the gala, Sigrid had decided that Annika needed a new dress and had gone out for a roll of
sea-green silk. She was a superb needlewoman, the dress was a triumph; Annika’s hair was
brushed out and taken back with a band of matching silk. All the same, she felt rather as though
she was going to a lecture given by horses instead of people.But when they went up the stairs



and came out in the riding school itself, everything changed.It was like being in a ballroom: the
crystal chandeliers blazing with light, the white walls, the red velvet on the banquettes, the huge
portrait of Charles VI on his charger. The band played soft music, and below her, the russet sand
was raked into swirls like the sea.Loremarie was at the other end of the row, wriggling and
showing off, but Annika had forgotten her.The band broke into the national anthem, everyone
rose to their feet; the emperor in a blue-and-silver uniform came in, with his guest – the portly
English king – and Ellie sighed with pleasure. She dearly loved the emperor, who was so old, so
alone and so pig-headedly dutiful. Then everyone sat down again, the band started to play the
‘Radetzky March’, the great double doors opened – and two dozen snow-white horses came
into the ring.They came like conquerors, in perfect formation and in perfect time to the music,
lifting their legs high, bringing them down exactly on the beat, and as they came level with the
place where the emperor sat, they stopped as one and the riders swept off their cockaded hats
in homage.Then they began. They started with the simpler movements: the passage, which is a
kind of floating trot, the piaffe, where the horse trots on the spot, the flying changes, the turn on
the forelegs . . . The tall riders in their white buckskin breeches sat silent, guiding the horses with
movements so small they could not be noticed – or even just with their thoughts. The
understanding between the stallions and the men who rode them had been built up during the
long years of training. There was no need any longer for commands.Now the younger horses left
the ring, the band played a Boccherini minuet and three of the most highly trained stallions did a
pas de trois: weaving the earlier steps into an intricate and faultless dance.‘They’re so beautiful,’
whispered Annika. Light poured from their white skins, their manes and tails tossed like silk, they
held their heads like princes.The three stallions disappeared through the huge double doors.
The horses which came in now were riderless; their riding masters walked behind them, holding
them only on the long rein. These were the most experienced horses, who could do the steps on
their own – the one in the lead was the emperor’s favourite, Maestoso Fantasia, the horse
Annika had seen on the poster.If Annika had chosen to come to the horses to get even with
Loremarie, she had long forgotten it. Beside her Pauline, who was always doubtful about horses
– the way they tossed their heads and stamped their feet – was hanging eagerly over the
balustrade.And after the interval, the climax of all those years of training, the famous ‘airs above
the ground’, with the riders riding without stirrups as they took their mounts through the levade,
known to Vienna’s children because of the many statues where the horses sit back on their
haunches and lift their legs into the air . . . and the courbette, where the horses don’t just rear up
but jump forward on their hind legs and one can see their muscles bunched and rippling with the
effort . . . And the most difficult of all, the dazzling ‘leap of the goat’, the capriole, where the horse
really seems to be flying, and Annika, along with most of the spectators, let out her breath in an
‘Oh’ of wonder.The show ended with the famous quadrille, ‘The ballet of the white stallions’, in
which all the horses took part.Unlike the other children in the audience, Loremarie had found it
impossible to sit still. She fidgeted and fussed and dropped her purse and picked it up again . . .
Now she stood up and pointed at one horse in the centre of the row of stallions weaving



faultlessly between the pillars.‘That horse is the wrong colour,’ she said loudly. ‘He’s brown; he
isn’t white. He shouldn’t be there!’She was hushed not by her doting parents but by an old
gentleman in the row behind who told her to sit down and be quiet.‘You had better study the
traditions of the Imperial Spanish Riding School before you come here again,’ he said
sternly.Loremarie shrugged and sat down, and the dance went on.Then once more the riders
raised their hats to the emperor, the horses’ ears came forward, acknowledging the thunderous
applause – and it was over.‘It makes you proud to be Austrian,’ said Ellie as they stood up to go,
and nothing more was said about the money being better spent on new buildings for the
university.The Eggharts hurried Loremarie away without speaking and were driven home in their
enormous yellow motor, but the professors now led the way to Sacher’s restaurant, where they
had booked a table, for on Found Days they were very democratic and ate with their
servants.And at the end of the meal, they had something important to say to Annika.‘We have
decided that from now on you do not have to call us “Professor”. You may call us “Uncle”,’ said
Professor Julius. ‘Not Professor Julius but Uncle Julius.’‘And not Professor Emil, but Uncle Emil,’
said Professor Emil.And they smiled and nodded, very pleased with this gesture. Professor
Gertrude did not say that she could be called ‘Aunt’ because she had wandered off inside her
head, where she was composing a sonata for the harp, but she too nodded and smiled.So all in
all it was a splendid evening and as they got off the tram in the Keller Strasse and turned into the
square, the party was in an excellent mood, singing and telling jokes.Then suddenly they
stopped.In front of the Eggharts’ house a white motorized van with high windows was parked.
There was a red cross painted on the side and the words ‘Mission of Mercy’ written above it.Had
there been an accident? No one liked the Eggharts, but that did not mean they wanted them to
be hurt.The door of the van opened, and two nurses in navy-blue uniforms got out. Then they
turned back to the van and fetched something – a bundle of shawls and blankets. One nurse
took hold of one end of the bundle and the other nurse took hold of the other end and they
began to carry it towards the house.‘What is it?’ whispered Annika – for the bundle seemed to
weigh more than one would expect from a pile of blankets.At this point the bundle twitched and
said something. It gave a jerk and a nightcap with a ribbon fell out on to the pavement. Not a
bundle then, a person. And a person who was not pleased.Meanwhile, the driver of the van had
got out and rung the Eggharts’ bell. A maid came and seemed to be giving instructions, pointing
upwards. There was no sign of the Eggharts, though Annika saw the curtains of the drawing
room twitch.Then the manservant, the snooty Leopold, came out and opened the back of the
van and took out a battered-looking trunk, which he carried into the house. When he had done
that he returned and pulled out two wooden boxes and these too he carried in.Presently the door
opened once again, and the two nurses got back into the van, the driver returned, and the van
drove away.As the birthday party crossed the square to their own houses, they were very quiet.
No one sang now or told jokes.It had been a strange arrival. Was it really a person who had been
delivered so carelessly? And if so, what did it mean?Chapter FiveThe Countess of Monte
CristoFor a few days after the bundle, looking like a pile of unwanted clothes, had been carried



into the Eggharts’ house nothing more was heard. The Eggharts didn’t speak to anyone and of
course rumours flew round the square. The bundle was a madwoman like Mrs Rochester in Jane
Eyre, who laughed hideously and would set the place on fire . . . or she had bubonic plague and
had to be sealed up and quarantined.Then Pauline read a book called The Count of Monte
Cristo about a man who had been wrongfully imprisoned in a dungeon in a castle on an island in
the middle of the sea.‘That’s what she’s like. She’s a Countess of Monte Cristo,’ Pauline said.
‘They’ve walled her up and she can’t get out.’It was Annika who found out that the ‘countess’
lived not in a dungeon but in an attic. It exactly faced the attic where Annika slept, across the
square, and on the third day she saw something carried to the chair beside the window. Then the
window was opened, and the old lady was aired — like the washing, thought Annika – before the
window was closed again and she was carried back to bed.
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Me, “Highly recommend! A winning story by Iva Ibbotson!. With central themes of belonging,
kindness, true family, and being loved for who one truly is, Ibbotson weaves intrigue, humor,
history, tragedy and joy into this multilayered story about an orphan seeking her family and the
people who are changed by her love or seek to use her trusting nature for their own bad ends…
Lost jewels, heiresses, dancing horses, castles, and people who are not who they seem to be:
this story is one I give as a gift to 9-12 year olds but I loved reading it as an adult and found the
themes deep and interesting enough to keep me entertained till the last satisfying sentence. A
great read! Highly recommend.”

Aubrey Carter, “Great read! Highly recomend.. Highly recommend listening this on audio book.
The story line was great and had me guessing what would happen next. Its sort of a thrilling in a
classic life lesson kind of a way. The writing style eloquent and in no way let your mind drift away
from the pages. Characters real and lovable, I thought it was based off of true events for a while
before I did the research.”

Michelle M, “A wonderful story which is depicted in a great audio book. The audio book was
great, the narrator used voices that allowed the listener to easily differentiate each character and
what they were feeling. The story was wonderful with fabulous descriptions of the locations and
the food. I also liked the way the plot that built up carefully as the book progressed with a number
of cliff hangers and twists. This book is a little darker than some of her other works but it is an
excellent novel that I would unhesitatingly recommend”

gas girl, “Best Read Aloud Ever!. The BEST read aloud book for school aged kids ever!! And I
have read many, many books to my family over the years. This is the one book that my husband
forbade me from reading when he wasn't in the room. He hated to miss even one page of the
story. The only book I love to read aloud nearly as much (and it is in second place) is The
Wolves of Willoughby Chase. Eva's sly humor and smart heroines make her one of my favorite
authors.”

Naomi Gross, “Excellent suspenseful read!. I worked as a school librarian for 8 years. During that
time, I screened hundreds of childrens books, before purchasing them and/or reading them
aloud to the students.The Star of Kazan received rave reviews at a wonderful conference I
attended, which was presented by a librarian who had served on the Newberry committee. I
bought the book for my school library, read it and loved it, and happily recommended it to scores
of students, who enjoyed it as well.My family recently moved abroad, and my children have been
clamoring for reading material. I eagerly purchased the Star of Kazan for my 10 year old
daughter. I hope she enjoys it as much as I did. In fact, I am anxious to reread it myself, and
share it with her!”



Annika Annika, “Good read. Good book, main character has my name, Annika. My 10 YO girl
loves this book”

Wendy Nagel, “My teenager loved this book!. My 13 year old daughter loved this book & she
hates reading. Enough said.”

Dorothy Johnson, “In Love with Vienna. This was a transporting book. I really felt i was
experiencing life in the beautiful city of Vienna before the war. All of Ms Ibbotson's books are
fresh, fun and very cleverly written. The main character was lovely, very perfect yet still human. I
hope to read all of her books eventually.”

Richard, “Excellent book. Eva wrote her books for older children to a formula - circa - orphan girl
brought up in a supportive environment of love, hard work, equality and kindness finds herself
ripped from those surroundings and on an adventure involving evil people, but the heroine wins
through. The moral is always that happiness comes from nature, love, work, equality and
kindness, whilst money and power are probably things to shun because of their tendency to
corrupt lives, as demonstrated by the villains.I loved all three books (not a series; can be read
independently) and my favourite is The Star of Kazan. They are well written, descriptive, full of
interesting characters and have exciting plots. That said I was disappointed that my daughter (9
years old) failed to finish The Star of Kazan explaining it was "too slow". It appears every
generation since Thomas Hardy wants ever less description and ever more action. My daughter
however loved Eva's The Dragonfly Pool that has more action and less description and I hope
and expect that when she is a little older she will return to The Star of Kazan and enjoy this
excellent book. In short a definite for any child's reading list. I would suggest good for ages 9 to
90.”

Ebook Library Reader, “The best children's book I have read in a very long time!. This is a must
read for any parent wanting to read their child a book full of rich vocabulary. It is a fabulous story
set in Vienna and Eva Ibbotson paints such a vivid picture, Vienna is on our 'To visit' list now! It is
also a fabulous story for a year 5/6 Guided Reading text as it offer countless opportunities for
discussion and to practise lots of necessary skills to get through the new curriculum!”

Happygirl2013, “Perfect way to finish the book off while stuck in the train. Well written and
storyline was brilliant to tell. This book can be enjoyed by young adults like me. This was about
an orphan girl living in Vienna (Austria) who had a normal life but was suddenly found by her
birth mother and went to live with her. it explores how the girl coped with changes from her poor
life, helping others, to having to cope with the restrictions of her mother's wealthy life. It has a
great twist at the end!Originally I had a paperback but due to travelling quite a lot I brought this
on my Kindle. It took me while to finish off but today I finished last couple of chapters because I
was stuck on the train for extra two and half hours thanks to Storm Ali!”



Sara Oliver, “Wonderful. Occasionally one discovers a story that you try your hardest to stay
awake to at night, that you put everything but the most essential of chores off with because you
cannot hear to put it down. This is one of those stories. Purely enchanting.”

Gem, “Brilliant book with an amazing storyline!. The Star of Kazan is my favourite book my Eva
Ibbotson. The plot is fantastic, it's mysterious, but it makes sense, and you can understand it. I've
found with many books that the more mysterious plots are hard to understand, and are really
unrealistic, but Eva Ibbotson has found a balance between mystery and the reader's
understanding which is really hard to do. The characters are very easy to relate to, and I grew
attached to them as the book went on. When Annika is scared or upset, you feel the same.
When she is happy, you feel happy as well. When you have to close the book because you've
finished it, or you have to go somewhere, it's as if you have just woken from a dream because
the book draws you in. The way it is written, with such sensitivity and care, makes you really think
about the characters even more. This book addresses the selfishness of humans, how far will we
go to get what we want? It really makes you think about the morals of humans - are we really as
good as we believe, or have we all got an evil streak in us, that is just waiting to be found?I would
recommend this book more to girls than to boys, because the main character is a girl and that
makes it harder for boys to relate to her. However, boys can read it to, because it's a brilliant
book!”

The book by Eva Ibbotson has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 251 people have provided feedback.
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